EURAXESS Roadshow Programme
Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência
28 October 2015

08.00 - 09.00: Arrival and setting up of the bus

10h00-1600: Outdoor Activities

- **Photo taking** sessions (inside the bus) for cv pictures.

- **Thematic tents**: Information/explanations on Euraxess jobs, services and rights.

- **Photo booth** – for people to take their picture between 6 individualised backgrounds. Chosen photo will turn into a greeting card with Euraxess logo. These can be uploaded to the FB if people give permission.

- **Ongoing informative videos on the Euraxess** – in one of the auditoria, visitors can chose to watch short informative videos on the different aspects of support provided to researchers.

- **Raffle using bus ticket flyers**. Winner at the end of the stop will receive a goody bag with promotional materials/giveaways branded in Euraxess design.
**12.00-14.00/15.00**: **Indoor Programme and C&C events**

12.00-12:30: **Welcome Ceremony**
- Introduction – Jonathan Howard, IGC Director
- Welcome: President of the Portuguese National Funding Agency for Science, Research and Technology (FCT) – Arménia Carrondo
- The relevance of mobility for scientific careers – Antonio Coutinho, IGC/F.Champalimaud

**Workshops:**

12.30-13.00: How Euraxess supports mobile researchers – Margarida Santos, FCT.


13.30-14.00: Coffee Break

14.00-14.30: Welcome Packs in Lisbon – different approaches? – Isabel Murta, ITQB, Teresa Carona, F.Champalimaud and Greta Martins, IGC

14.30-15.00: Funding Opportunities for Postdoctoral Fellows, Sheila Vidal, IGC and Teresa Costa, IGC

15.010: Closing remarks: Goodbyes and thank you

**16.00&17.00** **Dismantling and take off**